


Embark on a transformative journey at the 24th International Conference on Composite Materials (ICCM24), the pinnacle of global 
gatherings for composite materials science and technology. As a participant, you’ll immerse yourself in a dynamic environment where 
cutting-edge insights and unparalleled networking opportunities converge. The conference serves as a nexus for the world’s foremost 
experts, researchers, students, and industry professionals, ensuring you stay ahead of the curve with the latest innovations and trends. 
Beyond the professional enrichment, ICCM24 offers a platform for international collaboration, providing a unique opportunity to showcase 
your research to a diverse, global audience. Join us to unlock new horizons, foster cross-cultural understanding, and propel your career or 
company to unprecedented heights. ICCM24 isn’t just a conference; it’s a global expedition into the future of composite materials offering 
a myriad of compelling reasons, especially for those traveling internationally:

WHY YOU SHOULD
ATTEND ICCM24

ADVANCING GLOBAL INNOVATION IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS

1. Cutting-Edge Insights: ICCM24 gathers the foremost minds  
 in composite materials science and technology. By attending,  
 you gain access to the latest research, innovations, and trends,  
 ensuring you stay at the forefront of your field.

2. International Collaboration Opportunities: ICCM24 attracts  
 an international audience, providing a unique opportunity  
 to initiate and strengthen international collaborations with 
 researchers and professionals from around the world.  
 Collaborative projects can lead to shared resources,  
 knowledge transfer, and mutually beneficial research  
 initiatives.

3. Professional Development: ICCM24 offers a robust program  
 of presentations by leading experts. This environment fosters  
 continuous learning, skill development, and career  
 advancement. 

4. Learn from Industry Researchers: ICCM24 features a dedicated  
 track by industry researchers on tech transfer, challenges, and  
 outlook. Learn from leaders who are at the forefront of  

 composite materials in various sectors. Discover the latest  
 innovations, best practices, and emerging trends in the  
 composites industry.

5. Exposure to Innovative Practices: International participation  
 exposes attendees to a wide range of methodologies,  
 practices, and applications within the composite materials  
 field. This exposure is invaluable for broadening one’s  
 knowledge base and adapting to diverse industry needs.

6. Showcasing Innovations: Whether you are a researcher or  
 industry representative, presenting your work at an  
 international conference amplifies exposure. It’s a chance to  
 showcase your innovations to a global audience.

7. Conference Legacy: ICCM’s longstanding history and  
 reputation ensure a high-quality event. Being part of this  
 conference connects you to a network that will continue  
 beyond the event itself.

PAST STATISTICS
ICCM23
BELFAST, IRELAND
July 30 - August 4, 2023
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North America South AmericaAsia AustraliaAfrica Europe

Brazil  3
Columbia  1

South Africa  3

<1%<1% 39%

Bangladesh 1
China 268
Hong Kong 11
India 21
Indonesia 2
Israel 3
Japan 140
Korea (R) 89
Malaysia 9
Philippines 1
Russian Federation 1
Saudi Arabia 3
Singapore 17
Thailand 5
Turkey 5
UAE 7

22%

Australia  302
New Zealand 18

26% 12%

Belgium 12
Czech Republic 1
Denmark 10
Finland 3
France 43
Germany 73
Hungary 7
Italy 10
Latvia 2
Lithuania 3
Netherlands 9
Norway 2
Poland 5
Portugal 10
Romania 2
Slovenia 1
Spain 12
Sweden 25
Switzerland 12
United Kingdom 145

Canada 42
Mexico 1
United States 128

* information from ICCM22 - 2019 Melbourne, Australia

North America South AmericaAsia AustraliaAfrica Europe

Brazil  6
Columbia  1

Algeria  1
Kenya 1

<1%<1%

China 70
Hong Kong 2
India 11
Israel 1
Japan 50
Lebanon 1
Malaysia 4
Oman 1
Russian Federation 1
Saudi Arabia 6
Singapore 6
South Korea 26
Taiwan 2
Thailand 3
Turkey 7
UAE 6

3%

Australia  21
New Zealand 8

12%

Austria 15
Belgium 23
Croatia 1
Czech Republic 1
Denmark 8
France 41
Germany 113
Greece 8
Hungary 5
Italy 27
Ireland 16
Latvia 4
Lithuania 1
Luxembourg 3
Netherlands 7
Northern Ireland 2
Norway 4
Poland 2
Portugal 4
Scotland 2
Spain 14
Sweden 14
Switzerland 14
United Kingdom 215
Wales 1

Canada 57
United States 45

* information from ICCM 23 - 2023 Belfast ,  Ireland

22% 62%
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Exhibiting at the 24th International Conference on Composite Materials (ICCM24) in Baltimore, MD, August 4-8, 2025, provides a unique 
opportunity for companies to engage with the global scientific and engineering community focused on composite materials.  With a rich history 
dating back to 1975 and the last U.S. hosted ICCM conference held in San Diego in 2003; ICCM serves as a premier forum for the exchange 
of information, fostering international collaboration, and promoting the understanding and utilization of composite materials science and 
technology. By participating, companies can stay at the forefront of advancements, contribute to timely research and development, and 
benefit from a diverse and inclusive environment that encourages innovation and growth. ICCM’s commitment to recognizing outstanding 
achievements and promoting education aligns with companies’ goals in advancing composite technology.

Exhibiting at ICCM24 is a strategic investment for industry players looking to position themselves at the forefront of composite materials 
advancements, build meaningful connections, and contribute to the growth and development of the industry. Exhibiting offers several key 
benefits to industry participants:

WHY YOU SHOULD
EXHIBIT AT ICCM24

1. Networking Opportunities: ICCM24 provides a global platform   
 for industry professionals to connect with scientists, engineers,  
 and experts in composite materials. Exhibitors can establish  
 valuable contacts, fostering potential collaborations and  
 partnerships.

2. International Recognition: ICCM24 provides a platform to  
 showcase industry achievements, with opportunities for  
 recognition. Being associated with a conference of this caliber can  
 enhance a company’s reputation and demonstrate its commitment  
 to excellence in composite materials.

3. Recruitment Opportunities: The conference attracts professionals,  
 researchers, and students interested in composite materials  
 science and technology. Exhibiting companies can use this  
 opportunity to identify and recruit talented individuals to  
 strengthen their workforce. An online portal will be made  
 available to all exhibitors where participants can share their  
 resumes with you.

4. Learn from Industry Researchers: ICCM24 features a dedicated  
 track of industry researchers on tech transfer, challenges, and  
 outlook. Learn from leaders who are at the forefront of  
 composite materials in various sectors. Discover the  
 latest innovations, best practices, and emerging trends in the  
 composites industry.

5. Stay Informed on Advancements: Being part of ICCM24  
 allows industry exhibitors to stay up to date on the latest  
 research, developments, and trends in composite materials.  
 This knowledge is crucial for staying competitive and  
 innovative within the industry.

6. Showcase Products and Services: Exhibiting provides  
 a dedicated space for companies to showcase their latest  
 products, services, and innovations to a targeted audience.  
 It’s an opportunity to demonstrate capabilities and highlight   
 your company’s uniqueness.

7. Market Research: Exhibitors can gather insights into market  
 trends and customer needs by engaging with conference  
 attendees. This information is valuable for refining business  
 strategies and product development.

8. Engage the Composites Community: By participating in  
 ICCM24, companies actively contribute to the mission
 of fostering the understanding and utilization of composite  
 materials. This involvement can enhance industry leadership in  
 the field of composites.

EXHIBIT BOOTH
Exhibit Booth Fees are  

$3,800 per 10’x10’

•  Submit your application online
•  Three (3) Exhibit Hall Staff Badges  
    will be included with each 10’x10’
•  Includes all Food Functions within  
    the Exhibit Hall
•  Exhibit Hall Security
•  Standard 8-foot back drape and  
    3-foot side drape

www.iccm24.com/pages/exhibit.html

Maximize Your Presence: EXHIBIT AT ICCM24 FOR GLOBAL IMPACT




